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HURRICANE MARÍA

September 20,2017
6:15 a.m. Official time when 
hurricane Maria, category 4 on the 
Saffir-Simpson scale, enters 
through the southeast and hits 
Puerto Rico.



HURRICANE 
MARÍA

Maria crossed the entire island 
with sustained winds of 155 
miles or 249 kilometers per 
hour and gusts that reached 
200 miles (322 kilometers per 
hour).





The hurricane brought 
torrential rains that 

unloaded on the ground 
up to 40 inches

(102 centimeters of 
water).





HURRICANE MARÍA
COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS

Likewise, there were cases of 
physical isolation due to damage to 
roads, loss of signage and traffic 
lights.





MARÍA HURRICANE
COMMUNICATION  PROBLEMS

Among the most serious challenges that 
had to be faced with this hurricane were 

the loss of homes, lack of power  and 
problems in land  and mobile 

communication.







The country ś recovery process has been slow and complicated, several sectors of the country were 
without electric power service for almost a year.

CURRENT SITUATION



HURRICANE MARÍA
September 20, 2017

María, has been the third 
most expensive 

hurricane in the history 
of the United States, 
causing losses of $ 90 
billion, among all the 

territories
impacted.



The economic losses 
of Hurricane Maria 
in Puerto Rico are 
estimated at $41 

billion dollars

HURRICANE MARÍA
Economic impact in PuertoRico



Damages are estimated in:

Ø $6 billion in the public 
sector (14.1%)

Ø $35 billion in the 
private sector(85.9%)

HURRICANE MARÍA
DAMAGE DISTRIBUTION IN PUERTORICO

$ 6
billion
14.1%

$ 35
billion
85.9%

Public Sector Private Sector



The insurance industry in Puerto 
Rico has received an 

unprecedented impact.
The number of claims for this 

hurricane has been 6 times higher
than the annual average that is 

received regularly.

Insurance 
Industry



Insurance Industry
Insurance Association Company (ACODESE) represents14 companies of the 

property and contingency sector of PuertoRico.
As of October 2018, ACODESE reports the following breakdown of 

claims resolved by its partners:

Claims received 244,506
Claims closed with payment 159,864
Claims closed without payment 76,071

TOTALPAYED $3.4billion



THE EXPERIENCE OF 
COOP. OF MULTIPLE INSURERS
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REPORTED CLAIMS

The total number of
claims received as a
result of Hurricane Maria
was

61,396**Data as of
11/1/2018



BREAKDOWN OF CLAIMS 

Type of business Total 
claimants

Closed claims Amount paid

COMMERCIAL 9,198 8,720 $78,428,941.87
Private 52,198 51,769 $107,258,168.41

Grand Total 61,396 60,489 $185,687,110.28



SERVICE CLAIMS TOTALVISITS

Visits  -Accumulated  
2016 vs. 2017

98,704
2016

211,576
2016

131,247
2017112,872

2016

237,833
2017

94,939

2017

VISITS



BUSINESS CONTINUITY PLAN

Immediate Activation of 

Business Continuity 
Plan and the 

Contingency Plan
Emergency Management Committee



Business continuity plans and contingency 
plans allow us to get ready to continue 
operations and essential processes.

As in any catastrophe, 
unforeseen and opportunities 
for improvement arise.

We have been evaluating situations, 
reviewing opportunities for 
improvement and analyzing the 
incorporation of solutions in the 
processes.

CONTINGENCY PLAN



ADJUSTMENT STRUCTURE
AND PROCESSES 

STABLISHED TO ADDRESS 
CLAIMS
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We do not skimp on the 
search for support 
resources to address 
claims received  in a  
timely, diligent and 
with a sense of urgency 
manner

REINFORCING
EXPERTS WORK TEAM



We incorporate resources such as planners, engineers, accountants, 
economists, systems and crisis management specialists, internationally 

certified personnel in risk management and contingency plans.

REINFORCING
EXPERTS WORK TEAM



EMPLOYEES

FINANCE

MARKETING

COMPANY 
SPECIALIZED 
IN BUSINESS  
CONTINUITY

INTERNAL 
ADJUSTERS

ENGINEERS, 
INSPECTORS AND 
APPRAISERS, OR 

OTHER 
EXTERNAL 

PROFESSIONALS

EXTERNAL 
APPRAISERS

FACILITIES
EQUIPMENT 
UTILITIES

DATA AND 
SYSTEMS 

INFORMATION

STRUCTURE IMPLEMENTED



Given the massive volume of claims, we 
established claims appraisal centers in our 
Central Office and in all the branches, where 
we managed to keep them in service, after 
Hurricane María.

These centers were opened  six days a 
week, combining licensed engineers with 
emergency appraisers  and office staff.

APPRAISAL CENTERS



INTEGRATED RESOURCES

ü154 appraisal centers

ü49 internal appraisals 

ü114 damage inspectors

ü30 field inspectors



INTEGRATED RESOURCES

ü40 engineers making 
estimates in the appraisal 
centers

ü42 appraisers
ü32 clerks providing support
ü271 additional professionals 

supporting claims management



To take care of all claims in a timely 
manner, the claims service operated  
extended hours 7 days a week, in our 
physical facilities and through our call 
center.

CALL CENTER



The call center initiated its operations, the day after the 
hurricane, September 21, 2017.

Up to date it has responded 156,000calls.

CALL CENTER



Agile, clear and simple 
questionnaires were 

developed to help the 
insured in the process of 

claims reporting

APPROPIATE DOCUMENTATION



USAGE OF TECHNOLOGY

Service through 
www.segurosmultiples.com

Other technological platforms:

Ø Portals for internet access
Ø Modifications in the phone system
Ø Sending pictures of claims by email



Service offered through most 
of our Network of 

Participating Workshops
around the island, which has

61 workshops.

PARTICIPATING WORKSHOPS



LESSONS LEARNED
CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED

GIVEN THE COMPLEXITY 
OF THIS CATASTROPHIC EVENT
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Claim handling requires 
contacting the client, given  
communication  issues this was a 
challenge.
Coordinating the inspection, 
preparation of estimates and 
completion of the process of 
adjusting the claim was difficult.

LESSONS LEARNED
CLAIM MANAGEMENT



Communication, accessibility and proactivity of the insured in the process of 
their claim are critical elements.

LESSONS LEARNED
CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED DURING CLAIMS MANAGEMENT



The process of evaluation and 
adjustment of property claims 
requires considering a series of 
documentation such as: receipts, 
invoices, quotes, among others, 
that only the insured can provide.

LESSONS LEARNED
CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED DURING CLAIMS MANAGEMENT



In commercial cases, the evaluation and documentation process is complex and 
even more so in claims for loss of income, so it usually takes a long time for the 

insured to submit the necessary documents to prove the claimed loss.

LESSONS LEARNED
CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED DURING CLAIMS MANAGEMENT



We had to face the 
challenge of continuing 
operations, even with 
damages in our offices. 

This included the 
temporary closure of the 
Arecibo, Aguadilla and 

Carolina branches, as well 
as the permanent closure 
of the Humacao branch, 
having to relocate the 
personnel in the places 

available.

LESSONS LEARNED
CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED DURING CLAIMS MANAGEMENT



LESSONS LEARNED
CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED DURING CLAIMS MANAGEMENT

Likewise, suppliers and 
business allies saw 
their operations 

affected as a result of 
the hurricane. An 

example of this were 
some of the
Participating
Workshops.



PRIORITIES MATRIX
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In order to expedite the 
attention of the claims from 
the two hurricanes, a 
priorities matrix was 
developed, for our 
contingency plan, for 
identification, management 
and addressing of claims

PRIORITIES MATRIX



Such matrix includes the 
following:

If it is a catastrophic loss, the date 
reported and if it is a loss with business 
disruption.
The priorities established for  
addressing property claims include the 
possible combinations of all the 
variables.

.

PRIORITIES MATRIX



INICIATIVIES WITH THE 
COOPERATIVES MOVEMENT
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Following the contingency plan, we organized several structures to 
address the different processes and phases of  claims including: agents 

and brokers, consultants with expertise in coverage, and for claims 
management in the cooperative sector.

COOPERATIVES



INICIATIVES WITH COOPERATIVES

§ Two working groups to exclusively 
attend the cooperative sector.
ü One group in charge of managing the 

institutional claims process of the 
cooperatives

ü Another group assigned for personal 
claims of volunteer leaders, 
administration and employees

§ 12 specialized appraisers to 
address these claims.



The service of an authorized 
public accountant was offered to 

help organize the relevant 
documentation for business 
disruption and extra costs.

Support to cooperatives with 
special needs.

INICIATIVES CON COOPERATIVES



HURRICANE MARÍA: INSTITUTIONAL CLAIMS OF COOPERATIVES



Educational Efforts:

Educational activities for Cooperative 
Movement were offered, with the 
purpose of guiding them on topics such 
as Business Disruption  and Loss of 
Income.

In this way we provide tools to help 
them expedite the procedures 
related to their claims.

INICIATIVES WITH COOPERATIVES



Support for the work team:

ü Income redistribution
ü External Hiring
ü Emergency Fund
ü Financial contribution
ü Schedule modification
ü Care center for children
ü First-line articles
ü Radio and portable fans
ü Coordination for purchase generators
ü Celebration of Cooperativism month

We do not experience casualties in human 
resources, Quite the opposite, there was a great 
commitment to offer services immediately  to our 
insured.

HUMAN RESOURCES



Despite this historic atmospheric event and the magnitude of the damage 
caused, the CSM is in a healthy financial position, so it remains committed to 

continue processing promptly and paying timely claims of our insured and 
helping  in  the rebuilding of  PuertoRico.

REBUILDING PUERTO RICO





Sr. Juan A. Lugo Meléndez  
Presidente


